


Why lead generation is so 
important to wholesalers

What you’d do if you were 
serious about making a deal a 
week

The myth of deal-finding

This Week:
Finding Offmarket

Deals



“off-market” vs. “on-
market” deals

A bunch of ways to find sellers

A bunch of things to not 
bother with because they 

don’t work

This Week: 
Finding Offmarket 

Deals







20 qualified leads = one deal.

1 deal = $5,000 after taxes and 
expenses

$25,000 income  = 5 wholesale deals

5 deals = 100 leads, or 1.9 per week



A $250,000 = 50 wholesale deals

50 = 1,000 leads

1,000 leads = 19.3 per week

17 leads a week 
difference!





Lead generation is more important to a wholesaler than to any 
other real estate entrepreneur.

• Our “product line” = deals. 

We have to do MORE deals than, say, a retailer, to make the 
same amount of money. 

• No leads = no deals. 
• No deals = no business







1. Failing to do the things 
that lead to conversations 

with motivated sellers

2. Workflow goes from 
“deal-finding mode” to 

“deal-selling mode.” 

3. Can’t differentiate 
between high-leverage 

activities and time drains

Whatever the reason, the 
result is the same: 

inconsistent EFFORT in the 
arena of “deal finding” leads 

to inconsistent PROFIT for you.





































































sensitive. Be

that you ARE helping. Know

so, expect the occasional angry phone call. Even

sure the estate actually has real estate in it before you make contact. Make

your contacts carefully. Time

that this is a long-term strategy. Know







DISTRESSED PROPERTY LISTS





Tear-down lists 
Lists of properties 

that have had fires, 
but have not been 

torn down

Lists of property 
owners who have 
been ticketed for 

trash/weed violations

Lists of properties for 
which a “vacant 
building permit”





Info is often very bare-bones

Use a property data service or your county 
auditor’s online service to eliminate vacant 
land, commercial properties,etc.

Then simply send a letter to the owner 
asking if he’s interested in selling. 











Don’t pass up the opportunity for owner 
financing. 

If the property still has tenants in it, there’s 
an extra piece of due diligence to complete. 

Tailor the message to the seller







Buy a list. 

Understand that this is the one kind of 
seller who may not be able to give you 
the information you want. 

You’ll do more to get these deals under 
contract and closed than you would with 
a local seller. 













Bandit 
Signs

Yard Signs

Car SignsWebsites

Business Cards
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